
The case of the missing books, Mar 2007 

 

Dear All, 

  

We'd chosen an unusually quirky book for March. "The case of the missing books" by Ian Sansom. The Guardian 

had described it as "mellow, intelligent and funny" The Obsever reviewer had said " Endlessly inventive... I laughed 

more times than I remember."  The Spectator had hailed Ian Sansom as no ordinary talent. 

  

But had the group laughed? Had we appreciated the unlikely librarian detective Israel Armstong? Had we enjoyed 

the funny original style of Ian Sansom? Had Israel been ballygullable? 

  

I was intrigued to discover the views of the group. I'd had mixed feelings about the book. I'd sympathised with 

Israel's plight at the beginning  of the novel but for me the plot had seemed weak and quite boring at times. The 

book redeemed itself for me because of the subject matter. As I explained, I had found myself in a similar 

dilemma and had had to solve professional mysteries on many occasions .But I worried that others had found it 

boring . I feel very responsible for our choice of reading and want the experience to be worthwhile. 

  

But as soon as everyone began to describe their impressions I was relieved. The vast majority of us had thoroughly 

enjoyed reading a funny book for a change .About two years ago we'd read "The number one ladies' detective 

agency" by Alexander McCall Smith and we felt that there were some resemblances. Both books feature very 

ordinary people acting as detectives  solving mysteries encountered in everyday life rather than searching for 

murderers. 

  

We discussed how often we have to act as detectives in our working and personal lives. Ian Sansom had tapped 

into an aspect of everyone's life. We have all had to find out answers to quite "humdrum" mysteries at some point. It 

seemed very inventive to write a thriller about books going missing . The conventional thriller always has to have a 

murder. This is not a conventional thriller. 

  

Sansom's novel is odd and bizarre in the use of an unlikely hero . Israel Armstong is a  duffle-coated, 

overweight, Jewish vegetarian librarian who is like a" fish out of water" in Northern Ireland. Most of the time he 

cannot understand what is being said. The locals are distinctly unfriendly. And the library building he is expecting to 

manage has been closed. The mobile library is rusting and damaged and all of its books have gone missing.. No 

wonder that he wants to resign at once and go back to England. 

  

We were surprised that he didn't just hand in his notice immediately. He wanted to very much. But the contract he 

had signed with the local authority obliged him to obey any instructions he received. The Pringle eating.,Cola 

drinking  library manager Linda Wei insisted that he kept to the contract. Some of us were shocked at the terms and 

conditions of his contract. But it is very usual in Britain to be locked into this type of local government contract. 

Sometimes staff are moved into totally different jobs and have to accept the situation or face redundancy or being 

sacked!! 

  



Israel had been unsuccessful in London in acquiring a professional librarian's job. He had been working in a 

discount book store and would also have lost face returning to his old position. We all felt quite sorry for him . He 

also had to adjust to country life. He is a real "townie". He missed his capuccinos desperately and had to sleep 

alongside chickens. He smashed his glasses and burnt his trousers and credit cards  As a result he had no money 

and had to borrow the student clothes from Brownie. He had to wear T-shirts with embarrassing logos and combat 

trousers too tight for him. And he was expected to track down 15,000 missing books within two weeks. 

  

Yet he is a determined character and sets out to do his best in a difficult situation. He then encountered the 

unfriendly locals and his task seemed impossible. Much of the novel covers his frantic search for overdue books and 

for the thief of the entire stock of Tumdrum Library.  A cast of brilliant characters follows. My favourite was the black 

South African priest England Roberts. England hides his stash of coffee beans behind the organ pipes, fearing that 

his parishioners will not approve of his extravagant expresso coffee machine. But at last Israel is able to have a 

decent cup of coffee- his ordeal is somewhat lightened- and he has made a friend. 

  

Ted Carson, the ex mobile library driver, is very intimidating. He is an ex boxer and a larger than life character. 

Eventually he helps Israel but he takes umbrage at first and refuses to assist him. The Devine family, who own the 

farm where he lodges, are very eccentric. Zelda, the  aging ex- model, proves to have a heart of gold and has been 

instrumental in preserving the books for the community. When the library was closed the community had not trusted 

the council to preserve their library so they had done it for themselves 

  

 As I write, Wandsworth Council in London is about to close down two valuable libraries and the Museum. The 

Council is claiming by doing this that the sevice will be improved by having one Town centre library in place of these 

three buildings. How can that really be an improvement to those communities? It is farcical- it is largely a money 

saving exercise. I find the subject of Sansom's book so pertinent to the current abolishment of the smaller public 

libraries across Britain. I'm convinced that Ian Sansom's book is in support of the value of libraries to their 

communities. And I thank him for writing on this subject. Libraries are too often taken for granted until they are 

threatened with closure and very often it is too late by then to prevent the Council going ahead with their cost cutting 

plans. 

  

"The case of the missing books" is primarily a humorous and fun read but we acknowledged that there are serious 

themes under the surface. The past troubles in N.Ireland are subtly drawn. George Devine's parents had been killed, 

Zelda's husband had been shot in the back of the head and one of the library users had been blinded by a 

bomb. The mistrust of the people in the effectiveness of the local politicians is clearly shown. The cultural 

differences between Israel and the Irish are emphasised and the religious sensitivity is hinted at by making Israel a 

Jewish librarian. It would  have been harder for him to work with the community if he had been either Catholic or 

Protestant. England Roberts is a Presbyterian priest- a non conformist- not a member of the Church of England. 

Giving him his name is poking fun at the establishment. 

  

We appreciated the literary references throughout the novel. The title is probably drawn from the Agatha Christie 

novel "The case of the missing lady" And Sansom pops in titles of books at appropriate places.  For example, Israel 

uses his copy of "the curious incident of the dog in the nightime" to chase a chicken out of his room. And he 

compares his adventure on the ferry crossing to Ireland to Joseph Conrad and Herman Melville and the adventures 



of J.K. Jerome's three men in a boat on the Thames. He is a bookaholic and quite nerdish but endearing too. He is 

also an immigrant and experiences the alieniation of being different. His academic history is not impressive and he 

pretends that he went to Oxford. ( He was actually at Oxford Brookes University which was the old polytechnic) This 

observation led to a discussion about academic and class snobbery. 

  

Protestants have traditionally held all of the power in N.Ireland and mostly regard themselves as superior to the 

Catholic community. We talked at some length about the class system in Britain. We noted that one's status is still 

largely connected to one's background. It is much harder in Britain to be accepted into upper and middle class 

circles than in the States. Class in the States is more about money and less about breeding. It was very 

encouragoing to learn that in Germany accent is of little importance. Education is the key to class. 

  

We had lots of fun discussing themes from Ian Sansom's book. And as we shared our views we began to see that it 

is not just a light, funny book but challenges us to think through more contemporary issues than we had at 

first expected. I may even post a copy to the Director of Leisure and Culture in Wandsworth who is about to close 

down the two libraries and the museum. Do we think he would see himself in the novel? 

   

GOOD READING 

  

Jan 

  

  

  

 


